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and the folders would display. I think they've
since been made hidden by Windows though.

But they also have "XXX" in the name (intended
to be a folder but not a folder for iTunes - it's

changed since iTunes 8.0) This causes iTunes to
hang when I try to import the album. Here is the
guide I am following: I'd like to find out how to
let iTunes know that they aren't folders so it
doesn't cause the hang. I tried this command
with zero luck: rm -i / Here is the full error that
iTunes gives: The data to import from is not a
perfect fit for the following import(s). 2 items
had unknown (hidden) files [1] AVI Folder File
system: 'Apple', reason: 'NTFS' A: Try opening

iTunes and going to the Album tab. Check
"Show file folders" or however it's called. It may

then import the file structure without issue.
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$14.95 a month. The monthly fee will get you
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daily updates of up to 10 searchable, indexed
websites. A single search of the website offers a
“Pipeline” of up to 10 search queries, so you can

keep track of your search history to see what
terms you’ve used and which sites you visited.
The website allows you to preview and rank the

website within
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